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The paper reviews and summarises the Czech media and public debates on China in the 

period of 2012-2017, and traces the general trend.    

Conceptual framework:  

Tracing political agenda, economic relations, political actors, public and media debates 

Focus on political activity: categorisation according policy  

1. Proactive – non action – reactive;  

2. Offensive – neutral – cooperating, 

3. Politicization:  Politicization means the extent to which a particular foreign-policy 

topic is a part of a public and political debate and a part of the decision-making in 

open political processes.” 

Polarisation: diverse views and opinions of elites, state bodies, forming public 

opinion, decision making    

  

Czechia: 2012-2017, establishing the 16+1 regional format and Czech “restart” of bilateral 

political dialogue with Beijing. Most stunning U-turn in Europe, before the coldest political 

relations with Beijing.  

The theme of this paper: Why the public debate on China is so negative, and why is China´s 

perception in Czechia so negative? 

The perception of the PRC in the Czech public and media debate is the worst in Europe 

(Eurobarometer poll), public discourse is showing signs of negative bias, which is in my paper 

compared with available facts: 

Eurobarometer 2017:  

https://iir.cz/en/static/czech-foreign-policy-analysis
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The Czech public debate points to the issue of China challenging the Western liberal order and 
put the role of the PRC as an acceptable partner in question. The paper conceptualises criteria 
of Czech national interest, such as:  relevance, consensus and acceptability.  
 
 

 2014 Czech-Chinese Joint Communique: PRC´s territorial integrity mentioned 
altogether with Tibet. The negative public discourses in Czechia include allegations of 
betrayal of policy of values and legacy of Václav Havel, “Chinese influence” 
phenomenon. “Treason” of Czech value-oriented policy. 
  

 Dalai Lama´s visit controversy in Prague in 2016 and a demonstration of liberal-
conservatives against president Zeman before the presidential election;  
Clash for a public place for the meeting:  
Clash for the format of welcoming the Dalai Lama: meeting with 3 Ministers, two 
Speakers of the Parliament, and about 50 parliament deputies, meeting at the 
governmental residence: Ministry of Culture. 
The “letter of the four”: President, Two Speakers of the Parliament and the prime 
Minister. The Dalai Lama´s visit on non-governmental governmental level, dispute 
between political groups and top-level state institutions; media involvement, shaming 
of pro-Chinese politicians. 
Successful politicisation of non-government and governmental format.  

 

 Emotional public pressure on providing asylum to members of the “Church of 
Almighty God” in the Czech Republic, and the uncritical acceptance of the Falun Dafa 
and its media platform Epoch Times in the Czech Republic.  
 

 CEFC securitisation panic and Chinese investments regarded as unwelcome.  
CEFC non transparent, endorsed by President Zeman. 
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The Chinese investments - mostly acquisitions, insufficient, little effect on employment 
and foreign trade, instrument for extending political influence, establishing pro-
Chinese lobby from senior Czech politicians. 

 

 Negative perception of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), TCM centre to be built 
in Hradec Králové hospital, closed after 3,5 years – non    profitable, uncertain status 
in Czech health care system. TCM therapists’ legal status rejected. TCM strongly 
rejected by Czech Medical professional association.    

 

 Huawei securitization panic and finally. 
 Cyber security: Huawei and ZTE in Czechia, PPF-02, state institutions, altogether 
approx. 350 mil USD.  
Security alert: December – altogether with Poland  
Czech Cyber-Security Agency - NÚKIB issued warning; classified, later de-classified, 
online available, general, short. Czech Government, and several Ministries – ban on 
Huawei technology, diplomatic incident, Prague praised by US.  
Mainstream media – campaign strongest ever, security threat alert.  Threat or risk?? 
European context not mentioned, Czechia joined alliance of US, Canada, New Zealand, 
Australia, Japan.  
Western Europe – Germany, UK – Huawei and ZTE – manageable risks, Czechia and 
Poland: security threat, higher degree of stealing corporate and strategic technology 
and national defence risks? NÚKIB: the main issue is the legal and political framework 
in PRC, i.e. ideological statement.   
US pressure on Central European states – proved by open resources: NYT, WSJ.  
Foreign Secretary Pompeo in Budapest, Bratislava and Warsaw + Czech Foreign 
Minister in Washington – Feb 2019.     
China and Russia together – strategic threat – long-time theme of Czech conservative 
media and websites (Sinopsis, Evropské Hodnoty), construction of a new bipolarity.  

 

 Reconsidering the Prague-Beijing City Partnership Treaty by a new Prague City Hall 
led by the Pirates party 

 
 
Conclusion: 
 

 Czech poor knowledge of the Europe-China policy context and lack of interest in it.  

 Rising polarisation and ideologization of the Czech public discourse. 

 16+1 an issue? Probably not. Questionable relevance of the Czech security alerts 

 China influence in Czechia: real estimation of whose influence? Chinfluence project: 
mapping China´s media presence – shows poor results, not mentioning surge of anti-
Chinese bias. 

 Anti-Zeman narrative, “Czechia being hijacked from the West to the East”. Czech 
perception of China shows self-centric position. 

 Losing national character, kowtowing to Chinese communist for investments that do 
not come true.  

 Rising issue of China security threat in Czechia, China becoming portrayed as non-
acceptable partner.   
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 Czechia suffering from “Dr. Fu Manchu obsession”?       
 

 

 
  
 

 

 

 

 


